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ALH85151 AND CARLISLE LAKES 001: MEMBERS OF A NEW CHONDRITE 
GROUP. M.K. weisberg,l l2 ~ . ~ r i n z , l  C.E. ~ e h r u , ~  s 2  R.N. clayton,3 and T.K. ~ a ~ e d a . ~  (1) Dept. 
Mineral Sciences, Amer. Museum Nat. Hist., New York, NY 10024. (2) Dept. Geology, Brooklyn College 
(CUNY), Brooklyn, NY 11210. (3) Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637. 

Mason [ I ]  preliminarily classified ALH85151 (A85151) as a C4 chondrite based on its high 
abundance of Fe-rich olivine. Carlisle Lakes 001 (CL001) is a very similar meteorite and was described by 
Binns and Pooley [2] as a highly oxidized ordinary chondrite. We report here on a petrologic and oxygen 
isotope study of the A85151 and CL001 meteorites and show that they belong to a new chondrite group 
which has strong affinities with the ordinary chondrites but is not directly related. A third meteorite, 
Y75302 , was also characterized as a new type of highly oxidized ordinary chondrite [3] and it may also be 
a member of this new group. Unfortunately it was not available for this study. A85151 and CL001 are 
relatively small; original weights are 13.9 and 49.59, respectively [1,2]. 

Textures and Modes: A85151 and CL001 are similar in texture and mode. Both consist of chondrules 
and fragments in a finer grained translucent matrix; no opaque matrix is present. Chondrules are sparse 
(<I 0%). They are well delineated and range in size from 200-700pm; angular fragments are up to mm- 
sized. Chondrule textures are typical of those in ordinary chondrites. Based on thermoluminescence 
sensitivity A85151 is a type 3.6 and CL001 is a type 3.7 (D.W.G. Sears, pers. comm.) Modes for both 
meteorites show unusually high amounts of ol (71-73%) and low low-Ca pyx (2-7%) (Table 1 .) Modal ol 
increases systematically with oxidation state (H-L-LL) and the ol in this new group is compatible with still 
greater oxidation. Chromite is more abundant than in H-L-LL chondrites. The modal % of kamacite 
decreases systematically in H-L-LL chondrites, and is essentially absent in this new group. Metallic iron 
was found in one clast in A85151 and it was awaruite. Magnetite was not found in either meteorite. 

Mineral Comp: 01 is variable (Fo55-go) in both chondrites, but most (>go%) is Fo62. Mol. % Fo 
decreases systematically in H-L-LL and Foe2 fits well nto this trend. Coexisting hi-Ca pyx is Wo46 En4;  
low-Ca pyx is mainly Woo.5 Engo. Thus, the assemblage is hghly unequilibrated. Feld is mainly albitic. 
Two chondrules have a scapolite-like phase as their mesostasis (6.7% CI.) Chromites in A85151 and 
CL001 have similar compositions and show little variation (Table 2.) The sulfides present are pyrrhotite 
and pentlandite (up to 33% Ni.) Awaruite is 37.2% Fe, 60.1°/~ Ni, 1.9 % Co. 

Zoning: Several chondrules and fragments in A85151 and CL001 have pronounced zoning of ol and 
pyx. These can be grouped into four types: l)NormalO[ - 01 occurs as large (50-200pm), normally zoned 
(Fogo-55) grains in chondrulesAragments surrounded by smaller (5-20pm) uniform ol grains with 
compositions similar to the edges of the zoned crystal (Fo55). All the normally zoned ol grains observed 
consistantl~ have rims of Fo55 indicating that these chondrules experienced a similar event.. 2)bk?IEd 

- Pyx also occurs as large normally zoned grains. In this case the zoned grain is more patchy 
consisting of patches of En85 surrounded by Engg. Coexisting ol is generally uniform (Fo62). In one 
case, ol grains in the inner portion of the chondrule are more magnesian (Fogq) than those closer to the 
outer portion (Fo62.) In another chondrule pyx is clinoenstatite (Woo.5 Engo) which has zoning parallel to 
twin lamellae. This type of zoning is similar to that observed by Tsuchiyama [6] in type 23.6 ordinary 
chondrites. 3)Reverse 01 - Some ~hond~les/fragments contain a large reversely zoned ol grain (Fog$ 
go). This surrounded by smaller ol grains which are homogeneous and range from Fo72-80. 4)Reverse - 
Normal QL - One chondn.de has a large central ol grain with a homogeneous core (Fo62) rimmed by a thin 
(2-3pm) magnesian layer (Fo73) followed by a thin (1pm) layer of Fo62. This grain is surrounded by smaller 
(5-20pm) ol grains which are normally zoned (Fo78-62.) 

Oxygen Isotopes: The whole rock oxygen isotopic compositions of CL001 (6180=+5.00/w, 
6 l  70=+5 .390/,) and ~ 8 5 1 5 1  80=+4.490/w, 61 70=+5.240/,) are very similar to one another. 
consistant with a small degree of mass dependent fractionation between them. Their isotopic 
composition is unique among known meteorites and, in particular, it is well removed from the composition 
of all other chondritic meteorites. Fig. 1 shows the isotopic compositons of CLOOl and A85151 relative to 
ordinary chondrite groups. Isotopic compositions of individual chondrules from ordinary chondrites show 
that they consist of a single population, overlapping and extending beyond the compositions of the bulk 
meteorites, but with no correspondence between chondrules and host chondrite. The compositions of 
CL001 and A851 51 lie well beyond the range of chondrules from ordinary chondrites and do not fall on an 
extension of the H-L-LL trend, and thus a separate chondrule reservoir is necessary, unless some non- 
chondrule component highly enriched in 170 is present. 
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Discussion: (1) A85151 and CLOOl share similar petrologic characteristics and oxyger! isotopic 
compositions which differ from those of known chondrites and are thus members of a new chondrite 
group. (2) From the petrologic data this group is related to ordinary chondrites but is more oxidized. 
However oxygen isotopic data suggest that this new group formed from a separate 170-enriched 
reservoir. (3) A85151 and CLOOl may have formed from ordinary chondrite parental material, but was 
more oxidized than LL. Formation in an oxidizing environment would be expected to result in increased 01 
content and decreased low-Ca pyx. Oxides, such as chromite would be more abundant while metal 
abundance would be lower. The higher oxidation state would also be reflected in the silicate 
compositions (decrease in mol.Oh Fo.) All of these characteristics are found in A85085 and CL001. The 
oxidizing event may have introduced the 170-enriched oxygen to the assemblage. (4) Low-Ca pyx in 
A85151 and CLOOl is generally more magnesian then coexisitng 01 indicating that the oiginal starting 
material may have been highly reduced. Pyx may have remained more magnesian or developed patchy 
zoning because of reluctance to equilibrate with its surroundings. (5) Zoning patterns are best explained 
by gas-solid exchange in the nebula which predated agglomeration of the chondr.de because planetary 
metamorphism would have been more systematic. Two events are recorded; one went to near- 
completetion producing 01 with Foe2 compositions, and the other produced more FeO-rich compositions 
resulting in zoned crystals with rims of Fogs. One, or both of these events may have introduced the 70- 
rich oxygen. 
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Table 7 C h r o m  
H L LAB5 

YdA 
Cr203 56.9 56.1 54.4 47.3 
A1203 5.9 5.3 5.7 4.8 2 
V205 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.3 3 4 5 6 

2.3 28  3.2 6.0 
7 

Tr02 
FeO 31.2 33.0 34.5 38.7 8180 %O ref. SMOW 
MnO 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.6 
Mgo 2.7 2.0 1.6 1.1 

H-L-LL data are from Bunch [5]. 
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